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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,(R) denote the set of all n x n matrices over the binary Boolean 
semiring R . Then M,(R) is a (0, 1)-matrix semigroup under matrix 
multiplication. The objective of this paper is to count the number of 
idempotents in a semigroup M,(R). S ome immediate corollaries give 
results in number theory. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the notation and terminology of Clifford and Preston [3] 
unless stated otherwise. Let R = (0, 1) be a set with two binary operations 
+ and * on R: 
o+o=o, 1+1=1+0=0+1=1, 1~1=1,0~0=1~0=0*1=0. 
Then (R, +, a} is a binary Boolean semiring. 
A nonempty set V is said to be a semivector space over R if V is an 
Abelian semigroup under an operation we denote +, and it must also 
satisfy under scalar multiplication. Let V,(R) denote the set of all n- 
tuples over R. Then V,(R) is a semivector space. A set X in Vn(R) is 
said to form a subspace of V,(R) if X is a semivector space. An element 
x E V%(R) is said to be linearly dependent on a set XC V’,(R) if x = x1 + 
* * . + xk for some xi E X; otherwise, x is called linearly independent. 
* This paper is a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation submitted to the 
George Washington University, and was presented at the Auburn University Matrix 
Theory Conference, June 1970. 
Copyright 0 1972 by American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc. 
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A set X C V’,(R) is said to be linearly dependent if there exists an element 
y E X which is linearly dependent on X 1 {y> ; otherwise, X is called 
linearly independent. There is a set of vectors which forms a basis; 
that is, they are linearly independent and span the space. If x E V,(X), 
then x (x f 0) takes the form x = e, + ej + . . . + e,,, 1 < i, j,. , m <n, 
where e, denotes the n-tuples in which the ith coordinate is 1 and all other 
coordinates are 0. We define p(x) by p(x) == p(ei + ej + . . . -t e,) = K; 
if I{i, j, . . , WL}~ = k, then p(x) is called the rank of x. :X1 denotes the 
cardinality of a set X. We need the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a subspace of V,(R). If X has bases Bl 
and B,, then B, = B,. 
Proof. Before proceeding we define N = (1,. , a}. Let a, a, E V,(R) 
such that a = a, + . . . + a,. Then we claim that (1) p(a) = 0 e a = 0; 
(2) p(a) 3 p(a,) for every i; (3) 3i, E N 3 p(a) = p(ai,) * a = aiO. The 
proof of (1) is trivial, To prove (a), we will use mathematical induction 
on i. We shall show that p(a, + ae) > p(aJ, i = 1, 2. Let ai = (all, 
azi,. ., a,J E V,(R), i = 1, 2. Then a, + a, = (all + a12, azl + az2,. . ., 
an1 + an2). It follows that if we set ski = 1, then akl -t ak2 = 1. Therefore, 
we have p(a, + an) > p(a,), i = 1, 2. To prove (3), let a, + a,. Then 
p(a) = p(a,). Set a = (cl,. . ., c,) E V,(R). Then we obtain ci = ai1 + 
ai * aL1 = 1 *c+=l. Furthermore, p(a) = ~(a,) iff a,, = 1 ct) ci = 
1 oa = a,. 
We define m.r. X = min{p(a): aEX}, m.v. X= {aEX: p(a) = 
m.r. X}, and B’ = {u E H: p(a) < Y, B G V,(R)}. Then we claim (1’) 
m.r. B, = Y = m.r. B,, (2’) Blr = BzT, and (3’) B,k = B,k for all k E N. 
To prove (l’), let m.r. B, < m.r. B,. Let u E B, such that I = m.r. B, 
but ZL = b, + . . . + b, for every bj E B,. Then by (2) we have m.r. B, = 
p(u) 3 p(b,) = m.r. B, for all j, which is a contradiction. To prove (2’), 
let u E B,‘. Then ZL = b, + . . . + b, for every b, E B, * r = m.r. B, = 
p(u) > p(b,) = m.r. B2 >, r - p(u) = p(bj) a u = b, = b, = . . . = b,. 
Hence B,r G B,‘. Similarly, we have B,’ G B,‘. 
To prove (3’), we assume true for k = 9 and Blp+l 1 B1fi f I$ (if 
B,P+~ . B1p = $, then by the following argument B,‘l+l . B.,” = 4). 
Let z, E B1p+l . B1” and ZJ = b, + . . . + b,. Then (fi + 1) = p(v) 3 
p(bj) for every j. Lastly, we shall show that there exists j0 E N such that 
p(b,,) = (9 + 1). We have p(bj) < ~5 for all j * b, E By0 for all j 2 
bj E B,” G B, for all j 3 u is linearly dependent on B, 1 (n} =z- B, is not 
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a basis. Which is a contradiction. Hence there exists jO E N such that 
p(b,,,) = ($ + 1) = p(v), which in turn implies that v = bjO by (3). Thus 
Rr n+l G B2n+l. Similarly, we have B2p+l E B1p+l, and therefore Brp+r = 
Bgp+l. We immediately conclude that B, = B,, and Bi = Bin for all 
i and HEN. q 
The following is considered a dual of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1'. Let Y be a subspace of V”(R) = {u”: u E V,(R)}, 
where ut denotes the transpose of u. If Y has two bases B, and B2, them 
B, = B,. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. n 
Let A E M,(R). With A we associate the sets: (i) the row space 
R(A) = {vA : v E V,(R)} of A, consisting of all vA with v E V,(R); (ii) 
the column space C(A) = {A : u u E V”(R)} of A, consisting of all Au with 
U E P(R). 
LEMMA 2.2. If A E M,(R), then R(A) is a subspace of V,(R). 
Proof. Let x, y E R(A). Let UA = x and VA = y for U, v E V,(R). 
Then x + y = uA + VA = (ZL + v)A = WA (w E V,(R)). Thus R(A) is 
a subspace of V,(R). m 
LEMMA 2.2'. If A E M,(R), then C(A) is a szcbspace of V”(R). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2. q 
LEMMA 2.3. If A, B EM,(R), then R(AB) c R(B). 
Proof. Since the rows of AB are linear combinations of the rows 
of B, uAB = (uA)B for every nonzero vector u E VI,(R). q 
LEMMA 2.3'. If A, B EM,(R), then C(AB) c C(A). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3. n 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows immediately that the row space R(A) 
of a matrix A in M,(R) has a unique basis that is called the row basis of 
A and is denoted by B,(A). The cardinality of this basis is called the row 
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rank of a matrix A in M,(R), denoted by p,(A). Column basis (rank) 
is defined in a dual, and B,(A)(p,(A)) d enotes the column basis (rank) 
of a matrix A in M,(R). The rank of a matrix A in M,(R), written p(A), 
is the common value of its row rank and column rank. We remark here 
that A in N,(R) need not have p,(A) = p,(A). For example, if 
A= 
’ 
then p,(A) = 4 and p,(A) = 3. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E M,(R). p,(A) = 1 -p,(A) = 1. 
Proof. Let Ai, (A,*) denote the it11 row (column) of A. 
Necessity: Let U,(A) = {v}. Let M, = {ir,. . ., ik} E N such that 
v = x$-r eij and N, = (jr,. . , jn> c N such that A,, = v up E N, 
and A,, = 0 ctr ~5 4 N,. If q E M,, then the elements of A,, can be written 
as aj, = 1 for j E N, and a$, = 0 for i# N,. Further, if q$ M,, then 
A,, = 0. Hence p,(A) = 1. 
Sufficiency: Assume p,(A) = 1. Then p,(At) = 1 = p,(A) and 
p,(A) = 1 = p,(A”), where At denotes the transpose of A. m 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A E IM,(K). p,(A) = 2 0 p,(A) = 2. 
Proof. We define the binary operation @ on V/,(R) as 
Necessity: Let B,(A) = {q, aug}. Let M, = {Jz E N: A,, = 0}, 
M, = {hi N: A,, = ul}, M, = {he N: A,, = z2}, and M, = {hi K: 
A,, = ul + Q}. Let N, = {h E hT: eh @ ‘ul = eh}, N, = {h E h’: eh @ 
o2 = eh}, and N, = N, fl Nti. Then we notice that the 44,‘s form a 
disjoint partition of N, because p,(A) = 2. If q E Na, then the elements 
of A*, can be written as a?, = 0 for j E MO and a,, = 1 for j $ M,. If 
4 E AT1 . Kz3, then the elements of A,, can be written as ajp = 1 for 
i E M, U M, and ajp = 0 for j $ M, U M,. 
If qEN2 -- NY, then the elements of A,, can be written as a,, = 1 
for j E M, U M, and ajg = 0 for j $ M, U M,. This proves p,(A) < 2. 
Thus clearly p,(A) 3 1 but p,(A) # 1, because p,(A) # 1. Hence p,(A) = 2. 
Sufficiency: Take the transpose of A. n 
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THEOREMS 2.6. Let A E M,(R). If p,(A) = 3, then 3 < p,(A) < 4. 
Proof. Because the proof is somewhat long-winded, we restrict 
ourselves to an outline of it. For more complete discussion see [l]. When- 
ever the indices i, i, and k appear in the same expression, we assume that 
they are all distinct. Let B,(A) = {nr, as, ~1~). Let Ni = {h E N: eh @ 
7Ji = +J, i = 1, 2, 3. We shall list all possible relations between the 
Nils, i = 1, 2, 3. The proof will consist of four cases and some subcases. 
Case 1. Nflcrj Q (N,(s) U NOo,) for every o E P,, where P, denotes 
the set of all permutation on three symbols => p,(A) = 3. 
Case 2. Ni c (Nj U NJ, Nj a (Ni U NJ, and N, a (Ni U Nj). 
Subcase 1. Ni s (Nj fl Nk) s p,(A) = 3; 
Subcase 2. N, D Ni c Nj 3 p,(A) = 3; 
Subcase 3. N, D Ni a Nj * p,(A) = 4. 
Case 3. Ni G (Nj U NJ, Nj c (Ni UN,), N, a (Ni UN?). 
Subcase 1. N, C Nj and Nj C N, * p,(A) = 3; 
Subcase 2. Ni Q Nj a Ni but Ni s N, * p,(A) = 3; 
Subcase 3. NiC Nj and Nj 0 N, + p,(A) = 3; 
Subcase 4. Ni Q Nj for every i # j 3 p,(A) = 4. 
Case 4. N, G (Nj U NJ, Nj G (Ni U NJ, and N, G (Ni U Nj) + 
p,(A) = 3. n 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A E M,(R). If p,(A) = 3, then 3 < p,(A) < 4. 
Proof. This corollary can be proved in a manner similar to the way 
we proved Theorem 2.6. n 
LEMMA 2.8. Let A E M,,,(R) and A E M,+l,n(R) such that Ai, = Ai, 
for every 1 < i < m and A,+l* E R(A). Then 
(i) A*, = CjerA*ij “A*, = CjsrA*ij, I’E: N; 
(ii) p,(A) = pe(A). 
Since the proof is not hard, we omit it. The following theorem is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 2.8. 
THEOREM 2.9. If A, BE M,(R) and R(A) = R(B), then p,(A) = 
PC(B). 
Proof. The theorem is proved by permutation and induction. H 
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In order to classify all n x n matrices over a binary Boolean semiring 
R that have the same row and column rank into certain classes, we shall 
need the following ideas. For brevity, denote M,(R) by S. Two elements 
A, B of a semigroup S are said to be 2% (:&) equivalent iff they generate 
the same principal left (right) ideal in S. The relation 2’ fl 9 is denoted 
by 2, while the join 9 V ti is called 9. These equivalence relations are 
called Green’s relations on S [ 31. By L, (RA, H,, D,) we mean the set of 
all elements of S that are 2% (%‘-, .%-, 9:-) equivalent to A. 
THEOREM 2.10. If A, B E S, then (i) A 9 K cc R(A) = R(B); (ii) 
A d B - C(A) = C(B); (iii) A 9 B o 3 C E S 3 R(A) = R(C) and 
C(C) = C(B). 
Proof. (i) Necessity: A 2 B -SAUA=SUUB-X, YESZJ 
XA = Band YB = A but R(B) = R(XA) s R(A) and R(A) = R(YB) c 
R(B). Sufficiency: Assume R(A) = R(B). Then by Theorem 2.1, both 
R(A) and R(B) have a unique basis. Let C = {ci,. , c,<> (ci E V,(R)) 
be the nonzero linearly independent rows of A and B in some order. If 
we set G = Ic], . , cI;, 0,. . , 0 ]ixiL, then there exist X,, X2, Y,, Y, E S 
such that G = X,A, A = X,G, G = Y,R, and B = Y,G. It follows that 
A.5?G and G5?B. Hence A9B. 
(ii) Dual proof holds for the column space. 
Part (iii) follows from definition of % and (i) and (ii). E 
We define L),” = {A ES: p(A) = T}. E(D,“) denotes all the idem- 
potents in L>,“. We remark here that (i) the irregular 9 class D contains 
no idempotent; (ii) if the elements of a 9 class D have rvw rank unequal 
to column rank, then that 9 class D contains no idempotent. We shall 
begin with Din. 
LEMMA 3.1, Let A E DIT’. Then (i) there exist noxzevo vectors 24 E V”(R) 
and ZJ E V,(R) such that A = uu and there exist x E Vn(R) and y E V,(R) 
such that (zw)(xy) = u(vx)y; (ii) A . i? either idenzpotent or nilpotent. 
Proof. The truth of (i) is obvious. (ii) Let A E Din. Then by (i) we 
have A = uv for some u E Vn(R) and ‘u E V,(R) and AA = (w)(uv) = 
u(vu)v = (w)(w) = (uu)(~zw) = (uu)A. Clearly (z~u)i~i = 1 or 0. w 
THEOREM 3.2. jE(Dln)i = 1" - 3%. 
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Proof. Let B, = {U E V,(R): p(v) = k}. Then lBk\ = 1 . 
0 
Let 
C, = {i E N: ei @ v = 0, z, E Bk}. Then IC,l = (n - k). Let D, = 
N -- C,. Then ID,1 = k. From this we can write v = zjenv ej. Let 
v1 = {w E V,(R) : w @ v = 0 or vwt = 0}, where vt denotes the transpose 
of v. Then we claim (1) w E VI o for all j E D, and ej @ ?e, = 0, (2) vi = 
P,_,(R) * /vlI = 2n--k, (3) x E vl ox@v#O or vxt=l, xEV,(R). 
Piecing these data together, we obtain IV”(R) -- (vl)“l = 2” - 2n-“. 
Therefore there exist (2” - 2+k)u E V’“(R) -- (~1)” and there exist 
n 
0 k 
v E B, such that vu = 1. Since all product uv are distinct, we obtain 
(2” - 2”-“) = 2” kg ; 
0 
- (2 + l)% = 4n - 3”. 1 
This theorem was shown by Plemmons [9] in terms of binary relations. 
We shall count the idempotents in D,“. We need the following defini- 
tion. Let A ED,“. (i) Then the row space R(A) is said to be of type I 
if whenever B,(A) = {q, v,}, then VI # vl + v~ # v~. Similarly, the 
column space C(A) is said to be of type I if whenever B,(A) = {ul, u,}, 
then uul # u1 + u2 # us. 
(ii) Then the row space R(A) is said to be of type II if whenever 
B,(A) = (vl, v,>, then vi + v2 = vu1 or vs. Similarly, the column space 
C(A) is said to be of type II if whenever B,(A) = {ul, u2}, then ui + 
u2 = ui or u2. With this definition, we can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A ED,“. Then R(A) is of type I (type II) iff C(A) 
is of type I (type II). 
The elementary row (column) transformation T,(A) (T,(A)) on a 
matrix A E S is the interchanging of any two rows (columns) of A. Elemen- 
tary row and column transformation will be referred to simply as elemen- 
tary transformation T(A) of A. The proof of the following lemma is 
obvious. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A E S. (ii) An P’(W, 9) class of S is invariant under 
T,(A) (T,(A), T(A)). (ii) A tyP e 0 a row (column) space is invariant f 
under T(A). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A ED,“. Then there exist two distinct 9 classes 
0;; (i = 1, 2) such that 
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AED& = {AED~: R(A) of type I} o A2 I,” = , 
nxn 
A ED& = {A ED,“: R(A) of type II} oA 9 T,” = ++ 
I ! nxn 
Here I, (Ta) denotes the 2 x 2 identity (up;her triangular) matrix. 
Proof. The proof will be in two parts. Let A E D’&. 
Necessity: Let B,(A) = (q, 7~~) such that q # vi -t_ v2 # na. If we 
set z’i = (al,. . ., a,) and v2 = (b,, . . , b,), then there exist i,, j,, E X such 
that ai = 1 and aj0 = 0 for every i, # j. and biO = 0 and biO = 1 for 
every i, + j,,. For brevity, let A’ = T,(A) and iz” = I’,(A’). Then by 
Lemma 3.4 we have A 9 A’ and A’ g A”, which in turn implies that 
A 9 ‘4”. Let G = 1 AI”Az”lO],x,. Then p,(G) = 2 and X(G) = X(1,“), 
which in turn implies that G Y Isn. Hence G 9 I,“. We note that C(G) c 
C(A”) but lC(G)l = 4, b ecause R(G) is of type I. Also, note that jC(A”)i = 
4, because A, A’, A” ED&. Thus C(G) = C(A”) 3 G % A” - G 23 A”. 
Hence A 9 Izn. 
Sufficiency: A 23 I,” 3 3 BE S 3 A 9 13 and U W Izn + C(B) = 
C(I,“) * C(B) of type I * R(B) of type I. Moreover, R(A) = R(B). 
We immediately conclude that A E D&. A similar proof holds for A E Dz2. 
This proves the theorem. n 
LEMMA 3.6. If A E S has rank 2, then there exist nonzeyo matrices 
U E M,,,(R) and V E M2,n(R) such that A = UV. Furthermore, we can 
always pick U~ill~,~(R) and V EM,,,(R) such that C(U) = C(A) and 
R(V) = R(A). 
Proof. The proof will be in two parts. Let A E Dgl such that B,(A) = 
{q, Q} and B,(A) = {ul, u,}, respectively. Then clearly IR(A)I = 4 = 
IC(A) /. Let 
where 
i 
11 oj if Ai, = zi,, 
ui* = [O 11 if Ai, = 7,12, 
tl 11 if Ai, = vi + u2. 
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Then UV = A. We may assume pc(U) < 2, because U EM,,~(R). 
Therefore lC(U)I < 4. But C(A) c C(U) 2 C(UV), which implies that 
4 = lC(A)I < lC(U)l < 4, and thus lC(U)l = 4. We conclude that 
C(U) = C(A). A similar proof holds for ‘4 E D&. n 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A = UV E D& (DFz) where U E M,,,(R) and V E 
M,,,(R). Then A = A2 iff VU = I, (T2). 
Proof. The proof will be in two parts. Let A E D&. 
Necessity: Let J = VU. Then we have 
AA = (UV)(UV) = U(VU)V = UJV = U(JV) = A. 
Since JV E M,,,(R), p,(JV) < 2 and R(A) E R(JV) but IR(A)I = 4, 
which implies that R(A) = R(JV). Thus R(JV) is of type I. Hence 
J = I,. 
Sufficiency: AA = (UV)(UV) = U(VU)V = UI,V = UV = A. A 
similar proof holds for D&. n 
LEMMA 3.8. (i) Let A = UV E D& such that Vf,, V,* (U,f, U*,), 
f, g E N, form a basis for R(A) (C(A)) where U E M,,,(R) and V E M,,,(R). 
If p(V,,) = P = (P(U&) andp(V,,) = 4 = (p(U*,)), andp(Vf* @ V,*) = 
m = (p(U,, @ U,,)), then 
IE(L,)I = (2(n+~)-(?~+q))2(2p-m - 1)(24-” - 1) = (IE(R,)l). 
(ii) Let A = UV E D& such that V,,, V,, (U,f, U,,), f, g E N, form a 
basis for R(A) (C(A)) where U E M,,,(R) and V E Mg,,(R). If p(V,,) = 
P(p(U& = s) and p(V,*) = q(p(U*,) = t), P < 4, t< sl then IE(L,)/ = 
3n-~(2~ _ 1)(3g-~ - ~~J)(~E(R,)I = 3+.~(2t - 1)(3.7-t - 2s-t)). 
Proof. (i) Let A E D‘& such that B,(A) = {U,f, U,,>. Then by 
Lemma 3.7, VU = I, iff (1) ~6,~ = 0 if ei @ V,, = e,; (2) uig = 0 if 
e<@V,,=e,; (3)3k~N3u,,=l=v,,; (4)3h~N3~,,==l=v,,; 
where uif E U,,, uig E U,,, vfL E Vf*, I),,, E V,,, i, k, h = 1, 2. It follows 
that uif = 0 = uig if e, @ (Vf, @ I/,,) = ei. 
First we shall consider Uef. By Conditions (l))(4) discussed in the 
preceding paragraph, we obtain (1’) uif = 0 if (V,, @ V,,) = 1; (2’) uif 
can have any value where (Vf, @ V,,)i = 0; (3’) for some k E N such 
that vfk = 1, ngk = 0, and uLf = 1. Condition (1’) allows the value of m 
places of U,,, and Condition (2’) allows us to fix n - p(Vf, + V,,) places 
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arbitrarily. Since n - p(Vv,, + V,,) = (n + m) - (p + q), we obtain 
2(n+m)-(rJ+q) combinations of l’s and O’s in those places. 
Condition (3’) allows us to pick ($ - m) places arbitrarily, except that 
we must not have all 0’s. Hence we have (2’1Pm - 1). Since all the various 
choices are independent, we have (2(n-m)~(r,to))(21,-m ~ 1) different 
choices for Uef’s. Similarly, there exist (2 (n+?n)p(~ trl))(2g-” _ I) different 
choices for U,,,‘s. The choices of U,f are independent of the choices of 
U,, and vice versa. Furthermore, since each different choice of U,f and 
U,, determines a different element of Dll. Putting the pieces together, 
we have 
lE(&)j = (2(n+m)-(/,+r1))2(21,n _ I)(2’1_“” - I). 
Clearly an analogous result holds for R,. 
(ii) The proof is similar to the proof of (i). E 
THEOREM 3.9. IE(D,“)l = $(Q’” - 3. 7” + 2. 6") 
Proof. We shall show that (i) lE(D!,)l = +(Qn - 2. (3” + 7”), and 
(ii) lE(Di,) 1 = 8” - 2 . 7” + 6”. 
(i) Let A = UV E D& such that B,(A) = { Vf*, V,,>, I, g E N. Let 
N(q, 9, m) be the number of row spaces of type I in D,” with p(V,,) = $, 
p(V,,) = q, and p(V,, 8 V,,) = m, 1 < P, q < n, 0 < m < min{i?, 4). 
n 
If we set $ = q, then there exist 
0 
4 
4 
possible different V,,‘s and 
0 m 
possible different (Vf, @ V,,)‘s. But once we have specified the m places 
of (V,, 8 v,,), we have possible ways to complete Vifb. But since 
$J = q, we have counted each case twice. Thus 
1 ?Z! __ _~~~~ ~_ 
2 (p - vz)!(q - m)!m!((n + 92) - (p + q))! 
If p # q, then we have counted each case exactly once. 
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n! 
=(pln)!(q-ln)!m!((n+ln-((p-kq))!’ 
Let F(g, p, YE) be the number of idempotents with row space of type I 
in Dsn with p(V,,) = p, p(V,,) = 4, and p(Pf, @ I’,,) = m, 1 < P, 
4 < n, 0 < M < min(p, 4). By L emma 3.8 (i) 1;(4, p, m) = IE(L,) j = 
(2(n+m)-(r,+Q))2(2p-m. _ 1)(2wn _ 1). 
= *(9n - 2. tP + 7”). 
(ii) Let A = UVE Dtz such that B,(A) = (Vf*, Gig*}, f,gE N. 
Assume V,, + V,, = V,,. Let N(g, 9) be the number of row spaces of 
type II in D,” with p(V,,) = ~5 and p(V,,) = 4, p < 4, 1 < p < n, 2 < 
q < n. By straightforward computation, we obtain 
Ar(qTp) = ; 
i )( ) ; = p!@ _ q;:(q - p)!. 
Let F(q, p) be the number of idempotents with row space of type II 
in D,” with p(V,,) = p and p(V,,) = q, P < q, 1 < P < n, 2 < q < n. 
By Lemma 3.8 (ii), F(g,p) = IE(L,)/ = (3”-4)(2p - 1)(3g-a - 24-Y). 
Putting the pieces together, we have 
jE(D;z) 1 = 2 N(q, $)F(q, p) = 8% - 2.7” + 6”. n 
i<p<q<n 
We shall count the idempotents in D,“. 
THEOREM 3.10. 
IE(Dan) 1 = & (18n - 3.17” + 3 - lSn + 11 . 15n - 36 - 14n 
+ 42. 13n - 30.12” + 18.11” - 6.10”). 
The techniques and methods of the proof are essentially similar to 
that of D,“. The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.6 has an 
important application that simplifies the classification of the row and 
column spaces. There exist seven distinct 9 classes 0:; (i = 1,. . , 7) 
with the same row and column rank. For a more complete discussion 
see [I]. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
In order to count the number of idempotents that have row and 
column rank equal to Y (Y > 4), we must first determine the various 
classifications into 53 classes DTn. Once that is done, the methods used 
earlier can be applied to obtain the desired result. The situation when 
Y 3 4 is considerably more complicated. However, we do have the 
following results for special cases. We need the following lemma. 
LEMJIA 4.1. Ij A E S has rank Y (r 3 4), then there exist nonzero 
matrices U E M,,,(K) a& V E M,,,(R) such that 
, and A=A2 i/f VU=I,, 
nxn 
1 
, and A = A2 i/f VU = T,. 
rixn 
Proof. (i) The first part of the assertion is easy. We shall show that 
A=A2iff VU=I. 
Necessity: U(Vb)V = A 2 R((VU)V) 5 R(V). But C(VUV) c 
C(VU) a jC(VU)I 3 2’; but p,(VU) <Y =, p&VU) = Y =_ VU = ~(l,,), 
where cr denotes the permutation of the rows of I,. But ~(1~) V = a(V) 3 
Us(V) = A 2 g is an identity. Hence VCJ = I,. 
Sufficiency : Trivial. 
(ii) The proof of assertion (ii) is similar to that of (i). n 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 
1 and T, I 0 T,.” = j. 1 y I I . n x n nxn 
Then 
(i) iE(D,r,)I = 1 i: - rli=“( l), ; (2r+l+r- 1 --j)n, 
0 
(ii) lE(DTTn)l = i (- I)j i 
j=O i Ii 
?.?p+ 2 _ j n. 
1 
Prooj. Let A E Dlvn such that B,(A) = {zll,. . ., nr}. Let R, = 
~((23~ ni), r E (I,. . ., r}, y = n - p(cI=~ vi), and iii = p(vJ - p(ui @I 
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xi+? vj). By analogy with Theorem 3.9 (i) there exist F(y, Ai) = 
(2Y)? nr=i (2’i - 1) idempotents in L,. A similar result holds for R,. 
Again by analogy with Theorem 3.9 (i), the number of row spaces with 
p( giEr vi), r E (1,. . , r}, can be written as 
where the a,‘s are various combinations of the R,‘s and ki is the number 
of ‘uj’s such that p(v,) = i. In particular, let ai = di, i = 1,. . ., Y, and 
a,,, = y. Simplifying, we get 
Together with information we have obtained earlier 
all possible 
C(Ri-)N(R,,>. > R,,,JW,) 
= A?&(- l,i(;)(2r+l+r- 1 -i)“, 
where 
(ii) The proof of assertion (ii) is similar to that of (i). n 
The following rather extraordinary result [2] is almost an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. 
(i) n! = 5 (- I)j y (2”+r 
0 
+n-1-i)“; 
j=O 
(ii) a! = k (- l)j g 
j=O ( Ii 
922-t 594 +2 n 
_~~ _ 
2 i 1 
Proof. If A E S have the same row and column rank and lLal = 
n! = 1 R,I, then each 5? class and each 5? class have exactly one idempotent 
and lD,j = (w)~/~H~/ [9]. The corollary now follows. H 
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